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Welcome!
We, the amazing Local BEST Group (LBG) Brussels, are organizing a Summer Course every year –since ’94in Brussels at our university, the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Free University of Brussels).
This Summer Course might be the most awesome 10 days in your student life. Find here what you
absolutely need to know to survive it.
This year, the course will be integrating engineering to archaeological and palaeontological research,
where the aim of the course is to highlight the importance of developing to analytical tools for the study of
the past. The course will be made of several lectures covering a wide range of topics from introduction to
archaeology and palaeontology to analytical challenges faced when working with materials that can be up
to several hundreds of million years old. Museum visits (including a visit to the Royal Belgian Institute for
Natural Science where the most complete Iguanodon Dinosaur collection is based) and lab practical’s
(measuring your own hair to assess diet) will also be part of this course.
This adventure will start Wednesday 12th July 2017 (arrival date) and will last until Friday the 21th
July 2017 (departure date). Please don't forget to let us know the approximate time of your arrival. Our
contact information is listed further in the document.
We are looking forward to meet all of you in July,
The LBG Brussels Summer Course Organizers
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Brief (?) history of Brussels
Brussels is the capital of Belgium. Belgium is a country of 10 million inhabitants and about 1 million people
live in Brussels. There are three official languages in Belgium: Dutch, French and German.
Officially, Brussels was founded in the year 979. But legends and non-confirmed stories let us suppose that
the origin of the city has to be situated at the end of the 6th century.
After the beginning of its charter, Brussels developed quickly from a town into a city. It was the centre of
trade between the cities of Bruges, Ghent and Cologne where the Senne River met the economic route
that stretched from the east to the west of the country. The first set of city walls were completed in the
11th century and with increased protection, it precipitated growth of its population. A second city wall was
built shortly after to protect citizens and industry spilling outside the walls. From the 12th until the 14th
century Brussels became an important city under the administration of the Duke of Brabant. The Town Hall
and the King’s House rose up over the Old Town at the Grand Place in the 1400s; these two opposing
buildings still face each other in the current Grand Place.
The period succeeding the 15th century was marked by rebellions and uprisings. During the same time,
several supervisor have ruled over Brussels: the Bourgondians (France), the Habsburgians (Austria) and
William of Orange (Netherlands).
In the 17th century Brussels is attacked by the French king Louis XIV. The result is disastrous: more than
4000 houses and the Grand Place were almost completely destroyed. In the beginning of the 18th century
the Austrian emperors take over Brussels. The citizens of Brussels revolt once more, but they have to
surrender.
The last foreign emperor over Brussels and the present Belgian kingdom was the Dutch emperor William I.
He has to leave the Belgian country in 1830, when the successful independence struggle bursts out in
Brussels. At July 21st 1831 the first Belgian king, Leopold I, ascends the throne. Brussels becomes the
capital of the new kingdom Belgium. A long period of rebuilding starts. New and enormous buildings are
build, the city walls are demolished, the city expands, not only with buildings. The walls of the city were
taken down during this period and replaced by a set of boulevards in the shape of a pentagon following
the original outline of the Old Town Brussels, called the Inner Ring Road. The current circle metro line
weaves around this same ring road. Rapid growth of the population followed and by 1846 Brussels had
123,000 inhabitants.
A lot of international congresses are organized, scientific organizations are founded; foreign artist,
philosophers, scientists and other find their way to Brussels (e.g. Karl Marx, Victor Hugo, Proudhon, and so
on). At the same time Belgian becomes a heavily industrialized country and gains wealth.
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The 1927 Solvay Conference in Brussels was the fifth world physics conference. Can you recognize Erwin Schrödinger, Werner
Heisenberg, Léon Brillouin, William Lawrence Bragg, Hendrik Anthony Kramers, Paul Dirac, Arthur Compton, Louis de Broglie, Niels
Bohr, Max Planck, Marie Skłodowska Curie, Hendrik Lorentz and Albert Einstein? Einstein, disenchanted with Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle, remarked "God does not play dice". Bohr replied, "Einstein, stop telling God what to do".

After World War II, Belgium becomes divided into two semi-independent regions, Flanders and the
Walloon Provinces. Brussels becomes a district with its own government (with restricted powers).
Brussels became also the capital of the EEC (now EU, European Union). NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) also decided to plant its headquarters nearby Brussels. These institutions and other kinds of
industries give Brussels an enormous positive economic injection.
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Nightlife
The nightlife in Brussels: that magic place where the members of the European parliament, consultant
firms and other organizations come together at night to have a good time together with the residents and
students of Brussels. We will certainly take you out to discover some very special places in the city center
of Brussels.
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How to reach Brussels: make sure you won’t get lost
First time you are travelling alone? Feeling a little bit scared? We’ll help you wherever we can. We will
meet for the first time in front of the BEST Office, situated on the campus of our university (VUB). The
address of the university is “Pleinlaan 2 1050 Brussel”. In this Survival Guide, we’ll give you some
directions and maps to make sure you don’t get lost.
Airports
There are 2 international airports that serve
Brussels (and Belgium):
- Brussels Airport (biggest airport of
Belgium, situated 5 km from Brussels)
- Brussels South Charleroi Airport (mainly
served by Ryanair, situated 46 km from
Brussels)
From Brussels Airport to the city center
and/or VUB
The airport train station is situated in the
basement (level -1) of the airport, two floors
below the arrival terminal. Just follow the
arrows and take the elevators or the escalators
to level -1. You can buy your ticket there from
the ticket vending machines or from the
booking desks. Up to 4 trains an hour connect
the airport station BRUSSELS AIRPORT to the
city center station (called BRUSSEL-CENTRAL).
This takes about 17 minutes. If you want to go
directly to VUB, you book a ticket from the
airport station BRUSSELS AIRPORT to station
ETTERBEEK. You will have to change trains at
station
BRUSSEL-NOORD.
From
station
ETTERBEEK, you can walk to the university.
You can find the map below. You can check
train schedules on the website of the Belgian
railways: http://www.railtime.be/website/homeen. The price of the ticket is around 10 EUR.

But where is Belgium?

From Brussels South Charleroi Airport to the city center and/or VUB
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A special bus (Airport Express - A) operates from the airport to Charleroi-South railway station. A combined
bus and train ticket to any Belgian railway station can be bought in the terminal. If you want to go to the
city center of Brussels, you choose a ticket to the city center station (called BRUSSELS-CENTRAL). If you
want to go directly to VUB, you book a ticket from the airport station CHARLEROI SOUTH AIRPORT to
station ETTERBEEK. You will have to change trains one or two times (depending on the hour of the day).
From station ETTERBEEK, you can walk to the university. You can find the map below. You can check
train schedules on the website of the Belgian railways: http://www.railtime.be/website/home-en.
An other solution is the bus shuttle. It takes you directly to the Gare du Midi/Zuidstation (see metro plan),
a station in the center of BRUSSELS. It is fast but it may a bit expensive. See http://www.brussels-cityshuttle.com/en/#.
From the city center to VUB
You can also take the metro from the city center to the university. You can take the metro in the BRUSSEL
CENTRAL train station and take line 5 (the yellow line) in the direction of HERMANN-DEBROUX. Get off the
metro at the stop PETILLON. From PETILLON, you can walk to the university (see map below). A one-way
trip is around 2 EUR. The website of the metro operator is http://www.stib.be/index.htm?l=en.
Metro plan
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3D map of VUB
Once you reached the campus of the VUB, you’ll have to go to the BEST Brussels Office that is situated at
the ground floor of the biggest building of VUB, you can enter it by searching for a (SMALL) door with
BEST on top, on the esplanade between the ING bank office and Rotule 5 (connecting building F and G).
On the campus, you can find maps everywhere.
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Belgium: Beers and Chocolate1
Beer in Belgium varies from pale lager to lambic beer and Flemish red. There are approximately 180
breweries in the country, ranging from international giants to microbreweries.
The common Belgian divides beers in at least three main
categories: the white beer, the blond beer and the brown
one. The two latest are usually classified in 3 subcategories
(by increasing taste, price and alcohol rate): the simple, the
double and the triple.
We recommend you to try the Duvel (meaning devil in
Dutch).
Along this simple classification, an important type of Belgian
beers are the Trappist beers. Ten monasteries — six in
Belgium, two in the Netherlands, one in Austria and one in
the United States — currently brew beer and sell it as
Authentic Trappist Product. Their names are Rochefort,
Westmalle, Westvleteren, Chimay, Orval and Achel.
If you don’t like traditional beers, don’t worry: try some
cherry flavored beer (as Kriek Belle-Vue), take a cocktail or a
shot of Belgian Jenever. Obviously, a glass of water is also an
option.

Chocolate plays an important part in the Belgian economy, and there are over 2.000 chocolatiers in the
country. One distinguishes simple chocolate bars to pralines (or “chocolate bonbons”). Typically, Belgians
show a preference for black chocolate.
For chocolate in bars, some well-known companies are for example Côte
d'Or, Callebaut/Jacques but one can also find some good chocolate sold
under the trade mark of retail corporation.
What concerns pralines, they are sold small stores in the center (for
example the Leonidas stores).
1

Obviously Belgium has much more to offer than that… But we don’t aim to write a full tourist guide.
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On top of that, we will certainly try some (French) fries -Belgium claims its origin.

Practical information
Prices - Banks
Belgium is also a member of European Monetary Union, so we also use the Euro here.
Most banks are open during weekdays from 9 a.m. until 4-5 p.m. In some cases, they can be closed during
lunch-hour.
You can change money in the city center, where many change centers are open till 21u00 or 22u00 in the
tourist center. Some prices in Belgium:
1/4 l beer in a student café
1/4 l beer in a regular café
special beers
a packet of 20 cigarettes
a BigMac Menu
a packet of Belgian fries
a cinema ticket (student)
a newspaper
a meal at the university resto

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

1.5
2
2.5 - € 4
5
5.5
1.35 - € 2
9
1.5
5

Useful telephone numbers
VUB security +32 (0)2 629 21 76 or +32 (0)2 629 21 78 or +32 (0)2 629 30 13
Emergency 100
Police 101
Fire brigade 100
European emergency number 112 (on mobile phones)
Hospital +32 2 477 41 11 (Our University Hospital)
And of course you can call someone from the organizers, if you would need any help (see last page).
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During office hours you can also call the Faculty of Engineering Sciences at +32 2 629 29 01 (check
http://www.vub.ac.be/IR/english/).
Embassies
Bulgaria 02/374 08 66
Croatia 02/644 65 10
Denmark 02/233 09 00
Estonia 02/779 07 55
Finland 02/287 12 12
France 02/548 87 11
Germany 02/774 19 11
Greece 02/545 55 00
Hungary 02/348 18 00
Italy 02/643 38 50
Latvia 02/344 16 82
Lithuania 02/772 27 50
Macedonia 02/732 91 08

The Netherlands 02/679 17 11
Norway 02/646 07 80
Poland 02/739 01 00
Portugal 02/533 07 00
Romania 02/345 26 80
Russia 02/374 68 86
Serbia 02/647 26 52
Slovakia 02/346 43 42
Slovenia 02/643 49 50
Spain 02/230 03 40
Sweden 02/289 57 60
Turkey 02/513 40 95
Ukraine 02/379 21 00

A completely up to date list and some other embassies can be found here:
http://www.diplomatie.be/en/addresses/belgium/default.asp
When you call from another country, you should use the prefix: +32 2, instead of 02.
Lodging
Of course you’ll also have a place to sleep. We propose you to test real Belgian student’s rooms that we
rent in exclusivity for you.
Checklist: What to bring?








Your medical insurance!!! Please check if you are covered well enough by a medical and travel
insurance. You are attending our course on your own responsibility! We do not provide insurance
for you!
Your ID-card or passport and visa (if you need one). In Belgium, you are also obliged to show an
ID-card or passport whenever the police asks for it. So you should always carry it with you.
Your student card and/or a " EURO<26"-card. You can get discounts in some shops with the latter.
Also ISIC-cards can sometimes be useful.
Sleeping bag.
Pillow if you need one to sleep
Sheets will be necessary. They are not provided in the rooms that you will use during your stay in
Brussels. (Towels and soap are also not present)
Clothes: Very important. Take clothes for all seasons. In Belgium, the weather has the habit to
surprise you. Another tip: don’t believe weather forecasts. Bring a raincoat and/or umbrella
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with you! Maybe you’re used to weather that remains the same for a few weeks. In Belgium, two
days without change is a success.
Some decent clothes for the opening reception (It doesn't mean that you have to wear a tuxedo or
an evening dress ;-) )
Swimming suit: we might visit the swimming pool at the university.
Leisure wear: for some games or sporting activities.
We will do an international evening. This means all of you will have to bring a typical drink from
your country and/or a recipe for the international cooking. Don’t forget to bring along special
ingredients, which you think you can’t find here. And guys, cooking isn’t only meant for women. If
you think you can’t cook, ask your mother for a simple recipe (don’t bring her with you!)
Also bring other music you really like, so we can play it for you during the evening activities..
A picture (of yourself of course), if you haven’t sent one yet.
And finally: THE BEST-SPIRIT!!!
Belgium is the country of chocolate, waffles and fries. So if you like this kind of food, this is the
right place for you.

We hope this survival guide has answered many of your questions, in any case you can always contact us
@: brussels@BEST.eu.org
Some useful vocabulary
English
Hello
Goodbye
Thank you (very much).
No, thank you.
Yes / No
Please
Excuse me.
You're welcome.
Really?
I'd like ...
Where is ... ? / Where are ... ?
How ... ?
Why ... ?
How much ?
When ... ?
Beer
Help
I don't understand you.
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French
Bonjour
Au revoir
Merci (beaucoup).
Non merci.
Si, oui / Non
S'il-vous-plaît.
Excusez-moi.
Il n'y a pas de quoi.
Ah bon? C'est vrai?
Je voudrais ...
Où est ... ? / Où sont ... ?
Comment ... ?
Pourquoi ... ?
Combien ?
Quand ... ?
Bière
A l'aide
Je ne vous comprends pas.

Dutch
Goedendag/hallo
Tot ziens
Dank u
Nee, dank u
Ja/Nee
Alstublieft
Excuseer
Met plezier
Echt?
Ik zou graag…
Waar is… ? / Waar zijn… ?
Hoe… ?
Waarom … ?
Hoeveel ?
Wanneer … ?
Bier
Help
Ik versta u niet.
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Organizers, contact info and addresses

President BEST Brussels
Arnaud Famelaer
arnaud.famelaer@gmail.com
+32 495 74 45 15
Contact Info
If you have any questions send us a mail at:
brussels@BEST.eu.org
And an organizer will reply asap :)
Visit the Summer Course 2017 website, by going to:
http://bestbrussels.be/our-courses/summer-course-brussels/summer-course-2017
Address
BEST Brussels
Polytechnische Kring v.z.w.
c/o Secretariaat Ingenieurs Wetenschappen
Pleinlaan 2
B-1050 Brussel
BELGIUM
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